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Finns, Poles, etc., would be a danger in a war. This is a measure
which, if applied to Central Europe, would have the effect of
exterminating the greater part of all the minorities, most of
which are settled along the frontiers. The unhappy exiles are
taken to remote districts, where nobody troubles about them.
To carry through this policy of elimination of the nationalities,
Moscow employs lately a method of a quite particular kind—
the evacuation of all peoples, or rather of certain groups of
thern^ from the border zones on the West to remote parts of
the Soviet Union. This is carried out from the extreme south
to as far north as Karelia so thoroughly that there now exists
from north to south an evacuated zone—a kind of vacuum-
varying from a width, of ten miles in some parts to as much
as fifty miles in others. All this is done with the simple explana-
tion that the presence of these members of foreign nationalities
—Finns, Germans, Poles, etc.—cannot, in view of the possi-
bility of a future war, be tolerated in these border territories.
Here we are confronted with a policy which would be extremely
dangerous if it were applied to national minorities in general.
By its help the greater part of all national minorities in Central
Europe could be eliminated, as most of them occupy border
territories.
The unfortunate exiles are sent by the Soviet authorities
to distant parts of Siberia, where nobody troubles about them
and where they perish in masses—a method of elimination
which is extremely easy for the Soviet to carry out.
Instead of snmTnariTiTig the contents of this chapter myself,
I will quote the opinion on this subject of an observer of Soviet
Russian conditions for many years—Mr. W. H. Chamberlin.
In his book Russia's Iron Age, he says that nearly half the
population of the Soviet Union consists of "non-Russians/*
whose attitude towards the Soviet regime is determined above
all by the policy of the latter in dealing with the nationalities.
The hostility to Moscow in the Ukraine and elsewhere is not
due to "the suppression of the language" of the nationality

